Dynamically triggered slip leading to sustained fault gouge weakening under laboratory shear conditions
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Abstract

We investigate dynamic wave-triggered slip under laboratory shear conditions. The experiment is composed of a three-block system containing two gouge layers composed of glass beads and held in place by a fixed load in a biaxial configuration. When the system is sheared under steady state conditions at a normal load of 4 MPa, we find that shear failure may be instantaneously triggered by a dynamic wave, corresponding to material weakening and softening if the system is in a critical shear stress state (near failure). Following triggering, the gouge material remains in a perturbed state over multiple slip cycles as evidenced by the recovery of the material strength, shear modulus, and slip recurrence time. This work suggests that faults must be critically stressed to trigger under dynamic conditions and that the recovery process following a dynamically triggered event differs from the recovery following a spontaneous event.

1. Introduction

Dynamic earthquake triggering in the aftershock region and far field, first observed in response to the 1992 M7.3 Landers earthquake [Hill et al., 1991], is now established as a common phenomenon [e.g., Brodsky and van der Elst, 2014; Gomberg and Johnson, 2005; Prejean and Hill, 2011; Velasco et al., 2008; Hernandez et al., 2014]. In the context of a rate-state friction framework, Voisin [2001, 2002] suggested that triggering can inform us regarding general frictional properties. Indeed, based on laboratory [e.g., Johnson et al., 2008, 2012] and field studies [e.g., Brodsky and van der Elst, 2014; van der Elst et al., 2013], it is speculated that dynamic triggering can be applied as a probe of the critical shear stress state preceding failure, under certain conditions that may be related to the ambient stress environment, in particular. However, the mechanisms responsible for dynamic triggering are speculative, making it challenging to apply triggering observations to better understand the process of earthquake nucleation and failure. Our goal in this work is to use laboratory observations to unravel the mechanisms of triggered slip and probe critical state behavior of slip.

Here we explore the effects of modestly large strain amplitude (order 10−6) waves, similar to strains observed at regional distances from moderate- to large-magnitude earthquakes. We analyze the slip characteristics of material at 3–8 MPa normal loads but only show results for experiments conducted at 4 MPa as they are representative of the full range explored in our studies. Above 8 MPa the glass beads employed in the experiments as surrogate gouge material begin to break. We intentionally avoid this regime so that our ongoing discrete element modeling of these experiments may be conducted [e.g., Ferdowsi et al., 2013, 2014a, 2014b] as well as those of other groups [e.g., Giacco et al., 2012, 2015].

2. Experiment

We perform experiments using the biaxial testing apparatus shown in Figure 1 [e.g., Marone, 1998]. Two layers of simulated fault gouge, under constant normal stress, are subjected to a shear stress via a constant loading rate boundary condition. The simulated fault gouge is composed of silica glass, class IV spheres (dimension from 105 to 149 μm). The apparatus measures shear stress and frictional force due to the displacement of the center block via a load cell. Gouge layer thickness, load-point displacement, material shear strain, and acoustic
emission are also measured. The initial layer thickness is $2 \times 4 \text{ mm}$, and the roughened interfaces with the drive block have dimensions $10 \text{ cm} \times 10 \text{ cm}$. The steel blocks have a velocity of order $5000 \text{ m/s}$. The center block is driven at a constant rate of $5 \mu\text{m/s}$, corresponding to a strain rate of approximately $1.2 \times 10^{-3}/\text{s}$. The apparatus is servo-controlled so that constant normal stress and displacement rate of the drive block are maintained at $\pm 0.1 \text{ kN}$ and $\pm 0.1 \mu\text{m/s}$, respectively. The apparatus is monitored via computer to record all outputs at $10 \text{ kHz}$.

Bulk friction is calculated from the measured shear stress divided by the applied normal stress. The geometry of the experimental setup maintains the central block parallel to the drive piston. When slip occurs, both gouge layers are weakened simultaneously as evidenced by the displacement measured on the central driving block.

Slip triggering is accomplished by applying acoustical tone bursts of order $200 \mu\text{s}$ from a large, $5 \text{ cm}$ diameter custom-built piezoceramic (Matec, Inc), coupled to the central block applying vacuum grease and mechanically clamped in place. Tone burst strain amplitudes range from $\sim 10^{-8}$ to $10^{-6}$. The wavefield is directed parallel to the gouge layers which may or may not be optimal for fault triggering. We have not simulated the wavefield to study the complex interaction between it and the gouge layers. Acoustic emission is detected on the central block via a Brüel and Kjær model 4393 accelerometer and amplified by a Brüel and Kjær 2635 charge amplifier. From the measured acceleration of the detector $\ddot{u}$, the strain $\varepsilon$ associated with both the triggering wave and

---

**Figure 1.** Experimental configuration (Experiment p1894). (a) We employ a double-direct shear configuration in a biaxial load frame, which applies a normal stress to three steel forcing blocks that contain symmetric layers of glass beads. An orthogonal piston drives the central block downward at a constant displacement rate to induce shear. The steel blocks have rough surfaces in contact with the glass beads. (b) The wave source transducer used for triggering applies a sinusoidal wave of duration of approximately $200 \mu\text{s}$. An accelerometer placed on opposite sides of the central block detects the signal. (c) The recorded shear stress $\tau$ as a function of experimental run time. Three triggering episodes are shown as indicated by the vertical arrows. (d) Expanded view of the $\tau$ and combined layer thickness $h$ of the two sheared layers. Trigger is shown by double arrow.
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Forcing the gouge material into shear failure, as most clearly seen in Figures 1c, 1d, and 2. The shear stress strain curves immediately following each slip event as described in Figure S1 in the supporting information.

The thinning trend is clear in Figure 1d. Figures 2a exhibits an overall thinning due to gouge material progressively being extruded into a bladder at the base of erasably more than during a spontaneous slip event (Note that during a full experiment, the gouge layer thickness is shown in Figure 1d along with the layer thickness). The layers abruptly compact due to the triggering, consid-

ENCE, perhaps leading to variations in the aftermath. Figure 1c shows the shear stress as a function of time. The shear stress, layer thickness, the recurrence interval, and the modulus abruptly decrease. Following this, the gouge material is weakened through multiple stick slip cycles as manifested by the recovery of the shear stress, recurrence, and modulus. The layer thickness behaves differently from the other measured quantities. There is an abrupt thinning of the gouge at the time of triggering corresponding to a large change in $|\Delta h|$, followed by what appears to be a permanent change. The recovery of the other parameters is not reflected in the layer thickness.

compaction (Figure 1d). Following the slip event, the gouge progressively dilates, simultaneous with an increase in shear stress, until the material reaches unstable conditions and the process repeats. For the experiment described below, we apply three successive triggering tone bursts of approximately 200 $\mu$s in duration. Each tone burst is well separated in time such that the material recovers to its initial, pretriggered bulk physical state as manifest by measured characteristics that will be described. We note that we are unable to trigger at precisely the same slip phase in successive triggering episodes because of the small variation in background slip recurrence, perhaps leading to variations in the aftermath. Figure 1c shows the shear stress as a function of time. The three triggering episodes are clearly observed as manifested by the perturbation on the maximum shear stress, which decreases at triggering time, and then progressively recovers. An expanded view of the triggering effect is shown in Figure 1d along with the layer thickness. The layers abruptly compact due to the triggering, considerably more than during a spontaneous slip event (Note that during a full experiment, the gouge layer thickness exhibits an overall thinning due to gouge material progressively being extruded into a bladder at the base of the sheared sample (Figure 1d). The thinning trend is clear in Figure 1d). Figures 2a–2f show, respectively, the measured shear stress $\tau$, the layer thickness $h$, the shear stress at failure $\tau_f$, the interevent or recurrence interval $R$, the absolute value of the change in layer thickness $|\Delta h|$, and $G$ the quasi-static shear modulus. At the triggering time, the shear stress, layer thickness, the recurrence interval, and the modulus abruptly decrease. Following this, the gouge material is weakened through multiple stick slip cycles as manifested by the recovery of the shear stress, recurrence, and modulus. The layer thickness behaves differently from the other measured quantities. There is an abrupt thinning of the gouge at the time of triggering corresponding to a large change in $|\Delta h|$, followed by what appears to be a permanent change. The recovery of the other parameters is not reflected in the layer thickness.

In a typical experiment without triggering and subject to the conditions described above, the gouge layers undergo slide slip at regular time intervals and displacements that are characteristic of the fault dimension, applied load, and shearing rate (Figures 1c). (Due to the system stiffness, the central block does not stick but is always in motion—it does accelerate at slip time, thus is slide slip). At each slip event, the shear stress (and friction) precipitously decreases and the gouge layers abruptly undergo compaction (Figure 1d). Following the slip event, the gouge progressively dilates, simultaneous with an increase in shear stress, until the material reaches unstable conditions and the process repeats. For the experiment described below, we apply three successive triggering tone bursts of approximately 200 $\mu$s in duration. Each tone burst is well separated in time such that the material recovers to its initial, pretriggered bulk physical state as manifest by measured characteristics that will be described. We note that we are unable to trigger at precisely the same slip phase in successive triggering episodes because of the small variation in background slip recurrence, perhaps leading to variations in the aftermath. Figure 1c shows the shear stress as a function of time. The three triggering episodes are clearly observed as manifested by the perturbation on the maximum shear stress, which decreases at triggering time, and then progressively recovers. An expanded view of the triggering effect is shown in Figure 1d along with the layer thickness. The layers abruptly compact due to the triggering, considerably more than during a spontaneous slip event (Note that during a full experiment, the gouge layer thickness exhibits an overall thinning due to gouge material progressively being extruded into a bladder at the base of the sheared sample (Figure 1d). The thinning trend is clear in Figure 1d). Figures 2a–2f show, respectively, the measured shear stress $\tau$, the layer thickness $h$, the shear stress at failure $\tau_f$, the interevent or recurrence interval $R$, the absolute value of the change in layer thickness during a failure event $|\Delta h|$, and the quasi-static shear modulus $G$. The shear modulus is obtained by measuring the tangent of the shear stress versus shear strain curves immediately following each slip event as described in Figure S1 in the supporting information.

We find that the triggered shear failure is instantaneous within the duration of the applied tone burst (~200 $\mu$s), forcing the gouge material into shear failure, as most clearly seen in Figures 1c, 1d, and 2. The shear stress

Figure 2. Effects of dynamic triggering on measured parameters for the first of three triggering episodes shown by vertical arrows in Figure 1c: (a) Shear stress $\tau$, (b) layer thickness $h$, (c) shear stress at failure $\tau_f$ (the shear stress envelope), (d) recurrence (interevent) time $R$, (e) the absolute value of the change in layer thickness $|\Delta h|$, and (f) the quasi-static shear modulus $G$. At the triggering time, the shear stress, layer thickness, the recurrence interval, and the modulus abruptly decrease. Following this, the gouge material is weakened through multiple stick slip cycles as manifested by the recovery of the shear stress, recurrence, and modulus. The layer thickness behaves differently from the other measured quantities. There is an abrupt thinning of the gouge at the time of triggering corresponding to a large change in $|\Delta h|$, followed by what appears to be a permanent change. The recovery of the other parameters is not reflected in the layer thickness.

acoustic emission can be calculated from the particle velocity and the layer wave speed $\varepsilon = \frac{\omega}{2f}$, where $\omega = 2\pi f$ [e.g., Aki and Richards, 2002]. The average measured wave speed in the granular material is approximately ~ 700 m/s, and frequency $f$ is 40.3 kHz. We note that the gouge-block system facilitates wave energy to be trapped in the gouge layers potentially producing resonances that result in amplification. We are unable to observe this effect if it exists due to the strong resonance of the entire mechanical system, but we suggest that it may contribute to the triggering phenomenon we describe below.

3. Observations

In a typical experiment without triggering and subject to the conditions described above, the gouge layers undergo slide slip at regular time intervals and displacements that are characteristic of the fault dimension, applied load, and shearing rate (Figure 1c). (Due to the system stiffness, the central block does not stick but is always in motion—it does accelerate at slip time, thus is slide slip). At each slip event, the shear stress (and friction) precipitously decreases and the gouge layers abruptly undergo compaction (Figure 1d). Following the slip event, the gouge progressively dilates, simultaneous with an increase in shear stress, until the material reaches unstable conditions and the process repeats. For the experiment described below, we apply three successive triggering tone bursts of approximately 200 $\mu$s in duration. Each tone burst is well separated in time such that the material recovers to its initial, pretriggered bulk physical state as manifest by measured characteristics that will be described. We note that we are unable to trigger at precisely the same slip phase in successive triggering episodes because of the small variation in background slip recurrence, perhaps leading to variations in the aftermath. Figure 1c shows the shear stress as a function of time. The three triggering episodes are clearly observed as manifested by the perturbation on the maximum shear stress, which decreases at triggering time, and then progressively recovers. An expanded view of the triggering effect is shown in Figure 1d along with the layer thickness. The layers abruptly compact due to the triggering, considerably more than during a spontaneous slip event (Note that during a full experiment, the gouge layer thickness exhibits an overall thinning due to gouge material progressively being extruded into a bladder at the base of the sheared sample (Figure 1d). The thinning trend is clear in Figure 1d). Figures 2a–2f show, respectively, the measured shear stress $\tau$, the layer thickness $h$, the shear stress at failure $\tau_f$, the interevent or recurrence interval $R$, the absolute value of the change in layer thickness during a failure event $|\Delta h|$, and the quasi-static shear modulus $G$. The shear modulus is obtained by measuring the tangent of the shear stress versus shear strain curves immediately following each slip event as described in Figure S1 in the supporting information.
decreases by the same magnitude as that observed in spontaneous slip events (about 0.6 MPa), while the other measured parameters $h$, $t_f$, $R$, and $G$ exhibit a larger magnitude change than a spontaneous event. The induced compaction (Figures 1d and 2e) is order $10^{-15}$ μm, ~10% of a single bead diameter.

The horizontal load applied to the system influences the instantaneous triggering process. We observe instantaneous triggering over applied loads from 3 to 8 MPa (not shown but data available upon request). Below ~3 MPa we observe slow slip like fluidization as described in Johnson et al. [2012]. We have not explored the influence of wave frequency on dynamic triggering due to experimental constraints.

A second striking observation is that the modulus softening and frictional weakening following application of the tone burst persists through many slip cycles (Figures 1 and 2). Recovery takes place over a time interval of several 100 s, at which time the orderly behavior in $\tau_f$, $R$, and $G$ recover to their background behavior and/or magnitudes. We note that at strains below approximately $10^{-6}$ we are unable to trigger slip—it is only triggered when we exceed such dynamic strains and only when the material is in a critical shear stress state near failure. The critical state is also the region in which we observe acoustic precursors [Johnson et al., 2013] corresponding to shear stress and frictional instability preceding failure. This region also corresponds to shear stress and frictional levels where microslips are observed in discrete element simulations [Ferdowsi et al., 2013]. The results are load dependent. When the load is less than 3 MPa, we find that triggering can occur at any time in the slip cycle given strains $10^{-6}$ (e.g., Figure S3).

Due to the long-lived nature of the triggering-induced material weakening, our data can be used to examine the time-dependent recovery of granular friction following triggering. Frictional healing is traditionally measured using slide-hold-slide tests [e.g., Marone, 1998], while our experiments examine healing due to a triggering pulse that may induce failure and recovery over multiple failure cycles. In Figure 3a we show the normalized, recovery envelopes of $\tau$, shear modulus $G$ and recurrence interval $R$ following the first triggering episode at approximately 2430 s in Figure 1c. The recoveries of $\tau$, $G$ and $R$ appear to follow an approximate log(t) behavior (Figure S3a), but due to the discrete nature of the slip events, data are sparse immediately following triggering. The data also exhibit scatter that makes it difficult to quantify the exact temporal dependence. Figure 3b shows the effect of triggering on thickness change $|\Delta h|$. There is an induced strong, short-lived compaction following triggering but no apparent long recovery. There may be a permanent thickness change due to the shaking induced by the triggering episode and related material loss into the bladdner. Figure S3b shows the recoveries for $\tau$ for all three applied perturbations. All three triggering tone bursts induce similar effects.

The dynamic triggering of failure is instantaneous within our ability to measure it, and we observe no dynamic wave amplitude effect on the triggering indicating that it is a threshold effect. That is, for small triggering strains less than $10^{-7}$, we observe no triggering. Above this dynamic strain, we observe triggering.
Further, we observe no affect on any of the measured parameters below this strain amplitude. We note that we have other such data sets at this same applied load that show the same behaviors described here—the observations are reproducible across the three triggering episodes in this experiment, as well as in other experiments conducted (not shown, but data available upon request).

4. Analysis and Discussion

We believe that the triggering is due to an instantaneous nonlinear elastic-induced softening and weakening of the bead pack due to the acoustical disturbance [e.g., Johnson and Jia, 2005]. This concept is essentially acoustic fluidization [e.g., Melosh, 1979, 1996; Jia et al., 2011]. The material fails because the shear modulus decreases precipitously (material softening), partially unjamming it (true unjamming requires $G = 0$). Three-dimensional numerical simulations of stick-slip of triggering show this effect in shearing simulations [Giacco et al., 2015]. These simulations show that all of the particles participate in this process. In the experiment, we cannot determine whether or not all particles participate in the slip event. However, it is sufficient if fluidization takes place in a shear band leading to failure. The fact that the triggered stress drop resembles a spontaneous event, yet the other measured parameters exhibit triggered magnitudes larger than for a spontaneous event is puzzling. We anticipate that our ongoing DEM simulation effort will inform us as to why this is the case.

The remarkable observation of recovery of the measured characteristics following a triggering episode is difficult to understand. One might expect the successive slip event to erase the memory of the triggering wave, but this is not the case. A similar recovery of $G$ and $h$ following triggering was observed at lower applied loads ($\leq 3$ MPa) under stable sliding conditions [Johnson et al., 2012]. We cannot measure gouge particle displacements directly and again refer to simulations to study the particle-scale dynamics in order to gain insight into this process. In discrete element simulations in a sheared granular layer [Ferdowsi et al., 2014a], we observe that following triggering, the kinetic energy of the grains and the slipping contact ratio (ratio of the number of slipping contacts—those contacts in which the tangential contact force is at the Coulomb threshold—to the total number of contacts) remain elevated for some period of time following the wave perturbation. The shearing in the experiment and that in the simulation are different—in particular, the particle mass used in the simulation is much larger than in experiment. Despite this, we posit that contact instability induced by the acoustical perturbation may explain the long-lived material perturbation. Figure 4 illustrates our interpretation of the sequence of events. As the material fails, the force chains that bridge the shear band or full material are broken or disrupted. The chains reform rapidly postslip while the material behaves approximately elastically. As the shearing continues, the gouge begins to dilate, instability ensues (critical state), and the slip is repeated. When a dynamic wave is applied while the gouge is in the critical state, it breaks the force chains and induces early failure. Simultaneously, the wave vibration induces grain contact instability in terms of grain rotation and slipping contacts. The instability causes an overall weakening of the shear stress, friction, and shear modulus. In short, the material is partially (or entirely) fluidized, as directly measured by the quasi-static modulus decrease due to triggering. Because $G > 0$, it indicates that some force chains are broken by the triggering, but some thoroughgoing force chains remain that allow the material to continue to support a shear stress. Thus, the material softens as it weakens and compacts but does not lose all of its strength (We note that it is conceivable that all shear strength is briefly lost at triggering time, but the time resolution on our data is not sufficient to measure it). The weakening persists as grain contacts displace or agitate, in analogy to thermal relaxation, to find their pre-triggering energy configurations, through multiple slip cycles. The induced weakening makes the material more prone to failure as evidenced by the shortened interevent time that progressively lengthens as contacts stabilize and force chains stabilize. Recent two-dimensional discrete element simulation work by Reichhardt et al. [2015] characterizing nonlinear behavior in disc packs supports the softening to weakening hypothesis, as do a number of experimental papers, including Johnson and Jia [2005] and Brunet et al. [2008]. These works suggest that disturbance of the force network is key to the process of failure.

Wave frequency may play an important role in the triggering process, and this is not addressed here. For instance, van der Elst and Savage [2015] observe triggering applying low-frequency waves in the same apparatus, but they observe no obvious recovery process. This potentially points to the importance of grain inertia in regard to the recovery process observed in the experiments presented here.

Our observations suggest that the nonlinear behavior of the fault gouge plays a dominant role in the triggering process. We investigate this further by attempting to trigger bare rock faces of westerly granite in multiple
We do not observe triggering under the same experimental conditions including the same triggering amplitudes as those described above (Figure S3). Clearly, at sufficiently large dynamic strains, triggering should take place when the Coulomb criterion is met [e.g., Sobolev et al., 1993], but the vibration-induced stresses examined here are much smaller than the absolute stress levels highlighting the importance of the granular material in the triggering process. Our conclusion is that the presence of gouge material and its fragility is critical for both triggering and the recovery process to take place as shown in the conceptual model described in Figure 4.

In summary, based on our work to date, we observe dynamical triggering effects over applied load levels explored, ranging from 0.5 to 8 MPa. Below about 3 MPa the triggering may take place anywhere in the stress cycle and exhibit slow slip or fluidization characteristics, e.g., Figure S3 [see also Johnson et al., 2012]. Above 3 MPa, the triggered slip may be instantaneous with a long recovery of the measured characteristics, as shown here. Under conditions where acoustic perturbation is applied repeatedly and through multiple slip cycles, the system may exhibit delayed failures and marked perturbation to the interevent time and other measured characteristics [Johnson et al., 2008].

Figure 4. Cartoon illustrating dynamic induced instability. (a) The grain behavior preceding and following dynamic wave excitation. The material contains chains of force (dark lines) that maintain material strength. (b) The wave perturbation triggers the system, forcing an abrupt failure due to material softening and weakening (fluidization) by breaking force chains. (c) The slipping contact ratio $S_c$ of stick-slip event preceding and following triggering. Following stick-slip, there is a $S_c$ increase due to grain displacements that rapidly subsides. The effect of the wave perturbation is first to induce instantaneous slip and induce bulk shear and frictional weakening. This is due to dynamically induced contact instability placing the system into a different material state. Remarkably, the weakening persists through multiple stick-slip cycles until the contacts have found their pre-triggering energy configurations via thermal-like “jostling” of the contacts. The $S_c$ evolution post-slip is due to very small grain contact displacements rather than large rearrangement of grains.
Instantaneous dynamic triggering is common in the Earth, suggesting that critically stress faults in Earth may exhibit similar effects to those seen in our laboratory experiments. Our experimental results suggest that the shaking from earthquakes can have a large impact on the fault core, leaving it in an evolving elastic state for long time periods following perturbation. Our work also supports the notion that triggered seismicity can provide new methods for examining and understanding the complex process of earthquake nucleation and triggering.
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Figures S1 to S4

Introduction

Here we show additional plots of data from the experiment shown in the main text as well as experiments that were conducted under other conditions or employing other materials. We first show how the static shear modulus G is obtained. We follow this with post triggering recovery data plotted in semi-log format. Following this we show results of triggering at a lower applied
load level where triggering may take place anywhere in the slip cycle. Finally we show attempted triggering applying bare rock faces of crystalline rock. Here triggering fails supporting the conclusion that granular material is a necessary requirement for dynamic triggering to occur. All experiments were conducted under room dry conditions at ambient temperature.

![Figure S1](image_url)

**Figure S1.** Measurement of tangent shear modulus G. Shear stress as a function of the elastically corrected displacement (ECD) of the driving ram. The stiffness G (MPa/u), where u is the ECD, is determined applying a linear fit to the data immediately following a shear failure (dashed line) while the gouge responds linearly and before dilation and nonlinear behavior ensues. This is the ‘tangent stiffness. The stiffness is corrected for the known stiffness of the vertical load frame. The shear modulus is obtained by dividing by the layer thickness, so that G=K/h, where h = layer thickness.
Figure S2. (a) Recoveries from post dynamic triggering of the peak shear stress $\tau$, the quasi-static modulus $G$, recurrence interval $R$, and the change in layer thickness $|\Delta H|$. $G$ is the quasi-static modulus obtained by in the manner described in S1. The $\tau$, $R$ and $|\Delta H|$ data are obtained by measuring the value just before slip takes place for each successive slip event following triggering. Data are normalized to their recovered values. Full recovery requires $>200$ seconds. (b) Recoveries of the shear stress at failure for the three triggering episodes shown in Figure 2.
Figure S3. Triggering early in the earthquake cycle observed at small shear stress levels. The arrows indicate the trigger times. We find that at small applied horizontal loads (below 3 MPa), and for the dynamic strains employed in the experiments described in the main text, triggering can take place anywhere in MPa slip cycle in contrast to applied loads greater than 3 MPa where triggering only occurs when the system is in a critical state near failure.

Figure S4. Attempted triggering in Westerly granite for experiment p1360 shown at location of vertical line near 448 seconds. There is no effect on the shear stress. Triggering is not induced at the dynamic strain levels applied for triggering elsewhere in this study.